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combine them using case-laws and following the principles of interpretation theory. This clearly poses a daunting challenge to humans,
whenever Regulations change frequently or are big-enough in size. Automated reasoning over legal texts is not a trivial task, because
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data. This makes hard to apply state-of-the-art sub-symbolic question answering algorithms on legislative texts, especially the PIL
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more curated dataset for the evaluation of automated question answering on PIL.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The International Private Law (PIL) is a complex legal domain that presents frequent conflicting norms between the
hierarchy of legal sources (e.g., national vs. European level), between legal domains (e.g., consumer law vs. labour
law), between the adopted procedures (e.g., alternative dispute resolution vs. litigation). Scientific research on PIL
reveals the need to create a bridge between European and national laws on this domain by accessing heterogeneous
legal sources. The European project Interlex1 intended to investigate this domain and to use technology to fill the gap
between different legal sources. This need to rely on technology is due to the complexity of the PIL domain. In fact,
1 http://www.interlexproject.eu/index.html
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in this context, legal experts have to access heterogeneous sources, being able to recall all the norms and to analyse
them using case-law2 and following the principles of interpretation theory. This poses a daunting challenge to humans,
whenever Regulations change frequently or are big-enough in size. In fact, searching within thousands and thousands
of pages of legal documents from different sources and jurisdictions is undoubtedly a task requiring human effort and
specialised expertise. This is probably one of the reasons why researchers, governments and industry have for long
looked for a way to build “intelligent” machines capable of helping humans in detecting the relevant legal provisions
over such complex corpora [11]. In literature we may find at least two distinct main approaches to reasoning and
artificial intelligence. The first approach is more symbolic and formal, capable to model legal knowledge into a formal
representation. For example, the legal ontology modelling method [4, 8] is a relevant instrument for defining the legal
concepts and relationships included in legal texts (e.g., hard law, judgement, soft law, etc.) but it is extremely expensive,
it depends on the hermeneutic approach adopted by each scholar or community (e.g., common law vs. civil law), it is
influenced by a strong localisation due to the local jurisdiction (e.g., domestic regulation and local court action), by the
cultural and social norms (e.g., concept of gender) and, furthermore, modifications in the legal framework (e.g., new
legislation) require a refinement or (even worse) a whole extension of the ontology is required. The second approach
is the most recent and in many ways the most versatile, but sub-symbolic and opaque. A sub-symbolic approach is
said to be more data-oriented and it follows the recent success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) on natural language
processing and understanding. Current state-of-the-art on natural language understanding is heavily based on this
data-centred approach, and many models specifically applied to legalese have already been published. For example in
2018 [3] published a framework for natural language processing and information extraction for legal and regulatory
texts. In 2019 [5] proposed one of the first models for legal word embeddings. While, in 2015 Kim et al. [10] presented
one of the very first algorithms based on DNNs for Legal Question Answering (reasoning) applied to a dataset of
Boolean questions from Japanese legal bar exams, then followed up by [7] and others [9, 12]. In 2020, Sovrano et al. [13]
proposed a novel and hybrid approach for legal question answering on PIL, using a legal ontology based on Ontology
Design Patterns (like agent, role, event, temporal parameter, action) in order to mirror the legal significance of the
relationships within and among the provisions. More generally, automated reasoning over legal texts (not just the PIL’s
ones) is not a trivial task, due to the fact that the legal jargon (legalese) is less frequent and more ambiguous than
commonly-used natural language. This is probably the reason why some works have decided to focus on corpora, such
as privacy policies [12], with a legal language that would be more similar to its natural counterpart, or to focus on more
argumentative texts (e.g. sentences, procedural documents, cross-examinations, parliamentary court reports) instead
of legislative texts or contracts. Anyway, this challenge makes hard to apply state-of-the-art sub-symbolic question
answering algorithms on legislative texts, especially the PIL ones, because of data scarcity or novel topics introduced
for the first time in the legal system (e.g., no historical series).
With this work we are interested into advancing on automated answering to questions written in legalese and on
PIL legislative texts. Our goal is to be able to properly evaluate canonical question answering techniques for PIL. This
is why we try to expand the work presented by Sovrano et al. in [13], publishing a larger and more curated dataset
extracted from Regulations such as: Rome I Regulation EC 593/2008; Rome II Regulation EC 864/2007; and Brussels I bis
Regulation EU 1215/2012.
In Section 2 we describe our dataset, and the methodology we followed to design it. While in Section 3 we analyse
the results obtained by re-running the experiment of [13] on the new dataset, pointing to future work in Section 4.
2 http://www.interlexproject.eu/del/Deliverable2dot3.pdf
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A DATASET FOR EVALUATING LEGAL QUESTION ANSWERING ON PIL

In this Section, we explain how we expanded the dataset presented in [13], doubling its size. We improved over [13],
publishing a larger and more curated dataset for the evaluation of automated question answering on PIL.
Both the old and the new dataset were extracted from the following Regulations, in English:
• Rome I Regulation EC 593/2008;
• Rome II Regulation EC 864/2007;
• and Brussels I bis Regulation EU 1215/2012.
These regulations are, respectively, on the law applicable to contractual obligations; on the law applicable to noncontractual obligations; on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial
matters. These Regulations aim to provide a tool for identifying the applicable law and the jurisdiction in cases when
two or more legal systems connect and generate complex relationships (e.g. a sale of goods contract between an Italian
and a German citizen regarding commodities situated in Spain).
It is important to highlight the fact that, for the construction of the new dataset, we decided to inherit some
methodological choices from [13], considering PIL as a subject simply from the point of view of these three EU
Regulations, as a self-contained environment, i.e., excluding references to other international conventions and general
principles. So that it is possible to evaluate Q&A techniques with respect to their ability to handle the general principles
in the recitals, the scope of application in the initial articles, and the specific cases (e.g. exceptions) in the other articles.
The methodological choices we kept raised some issues with regard to the formulation of the questions and their
relevance. Conceptual questions (e.g. “What is a non-contractual obligation?”) cannot be fully answered by relying
solely on these 3 Regulations, as the goal of this legislation - when considered atomistically - is limited to discipline
conflict of law and conflict of jurisdiction cases. While the Regulations, as with any other piece of legislation, rely
somewhat on external definitions and legal concepts, including those derived from jurisprudence and opinions from
commentators, they also define intrinsically and specifically for their own purposes, key concepts (e.g. “judgement” in
Art. 2 of Reg. Brussels I-bis). Therefore we decided to exclude any conceptual question but those involving key concepts
defined within the Regulations.
The legal question answering tools we are interested in evaluating are meant to be used by practising lawyers, with
reasonable - yet, not expert - knowledge of PIL to:
• explore the contents of the Regulations;
• get support in the reasoning concerning large Regulations.
The dataset for evaluating such tools shall comprise a set of questions for each of which there is also a set of expected
answers in the form of Articles, Recitals or Commission Statements3 . Recitals are considered beside Articles because
the user persona could be interested in prima facie interpretive tools emerging from the text itself, let alone the debated
bindingness of Recitals. The dataset published in [13], was designed following a methodology that is similar to the
one we are going to use for this extension. For the selection of the questions and the identification of the expected
answers we adapted to our case a specific methodology encoded by Ashley and others in their works [1, 2, 6] during
the last years. This methodology is common to other works in the field and it is meant to validate the experiment also
from a legal perspective. In our case, the questions were selected by two legal experts, while other two independent
legal experts matching our intended user persona were responsible for identifying the expected answers by relying
3 Rome

II Regulation contains three Commission Statements meant to bind the EU Commission to publish studies on selected topics
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solely on the verbatim information that can be found in the Regulations. Therefore, legal experts were instructed to
prevent case-law, general principles or scholar opinions from influencing their answers, as well as requested to avoid
interaction with each other. As stated above, the research wants to model only the neutral legislative information from
the three Regulations without any interpretation other than the literal one. The inclusion of other knowledge will be left
to further research. First, experts read the three Regulations and answered to the questions without any assistance from
auxiliary sources, including tools and previous knowledge. Then, they were allowed to compare their answers with
those provided by the tool for legal question answering, selecting tool-assisted correct answers and missing replies to
be used to calculate performance scores in the later stages. Despite the efforts to draft interpretation-neutral questions,
each independent expert has a certain margin of appreciation both when providing her/his answers and when assessing
the correctness of the tool-provided answers. Therefore, another intervention was necessary when divergences in their
evaluation occurred. When identifying the expected answers, the aggregation kept into account only theoretical replies
that were common between the two independent experts. This aggregation was conducted by one legal expert who
dispose of a higher level of expertise in comparison to the independent evaluators, yet relying on the same criterion, i.e.
literal interpretation only.
At the end of the process we got the 9 new questions shown in Table 2.
The questions were chosen with the following criteria: they had to be sufficiently specific to find adequate answer in
the Regulations (we avoided too broad or excessively conceptual questions); the questions needed not to be focused on
specific cases but with a reasonable level of abstraction (e.g., instead of “Where can an employee that carries out their
work in Spain sue an employee located in Spain, if they had not agreed on the jurisdiction?”, a question such as “Where
can an employee sue their employer?”); the questions needed to be sufficiently different from one another (i.e., not
asking repetitive questions such as “What is the applicable law in contracts of carriage?” and “What is the applicable
law in insurance contracts?”). Some of the questions in the dataset are relatively similar to one another, with some of
them being the a more correct specification of another, such as “Which parties of a contract should be protected by
conflict-of-law rules?” vs “What is the applicable rule to protect the weaker party of a contract?”
Questions in the dataset are not speculative or de iure condendo and are agnostic to elements that are placed outside
the Regulation (e.g. jurisprudence, general principles, etc.). As such, they are not meant to nudge towards forms of
interpretations other than the literal one (e.g. analogy, principle-based reasoning, lex specialis, etc.)
Furthermore, in order to be able to further analyse the results of any evaluation based upon our dataset, we decided
to pick an heuristic for classifying questions, that is the context specificity (Low, Normal, High), and we applied it
also to the old dataset we extended. Context specificity is a subjective concept and it is highly dependant on each
jurist. For this reason, we opted to use a criterion that would ensure an acceptable level of objectivity. Thus, specific
questions whose answer is exactly in the domain of the Regulations were labelled as Highly specific (e.g., “Can the
parties choose a different applicable law for different parts of the contract?”); questions whose answer falls in part
within the scope of the Regulations, but somewhat relies on external concepts were labelled as Normally specific (e.g.,
“Which parties of a contract should be protected by conflict-of-law rules?”); finally, broad questions whose answer
requires the significant use of external legal concepts and resources and whose answer is found through an articulate
combinations of articles and recital were labelled as having Low specificity (e.g., “How should a contract be interpreted
according to this regulation?”).
Of the 17 questions that compose the new extended dataset: 29.41% have a Low specificity; 35.29% have a Normal
specificity; 35.29% have a High specificity.
4
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Table 1. First block of answers (ordered by the pertinence to the question estimated by the tool) given by the baseline to the questions
in [13]. “B” stands for Brussels, “RI” for Rome I and “RII” for Rome II. “Rec.” stands for Recital, “Art.” for Article, and “Stat.” for
Commission Statement. For each answer, the top5 scores (precision, recall, F1) are shown. In the “scores“ columns: “P” stands for
Precision and “R” stands for Recall. In the “Specificity“ column: “L” stands for Low, “N” stands for Normal and “H” stands for High.

3

Question

Speci
ficity

Expected Answers

Baseline’s Top5

Who determines disputes under a
contract?

L

B Art. 7.1, B Art. 8.3, B Art.
8.4, B Art. 17

RI Rec. 12, B Art.17.2, RI
Rec. 24

What factors should be taken into N
account for conferring the jurisdiction to determine disputes under a
contract?

B Art. 7.1, B Art. 17, B Art.
20, B Art. 25

RI Rec. 12, B Art.25, B
Art.25.5, B Rec.15, RI
Rec. 21

Which parties of a contract should
be protected by conflict-of-law
rules?

N

RI Rec. 23, RI Art. 6, RI Art.
8, RI Art. 13

RI Rec. 23, B Rec.18, RI
Rec. 24, RI Art.25.1, RI
Rec. 27

In which case claims are so closely
connected that it would be better to
treat them together in order to avoid
irreconcilable judgments?

H

B Art. 8, B Art. 30, B Art. 34

B Art. 8.1

What kind of agreement between L
parties are regulated by these Regulations?

B Rec. 6, B Rec. 10, B Rec. 12, B
Art. 1, RI Rec. 7, RI Art. 1

B Art.73.3, B Rec. 12, B
Rec. 36, B Art.71.2, B
Art. 71.1

In which court is celebrated the trial
in case the employer is domiciled in
a Member State?

H

B Art. 21, B Art. 22, B Art. 23

B Art. 21.1, B Art.22.1, B
Art. 21.2, B Art. 20.1, B
Art. 20.2

How should a contract be inter- L
preted according to this regulation?

RI Rec. 22, RI Rec. 12, RI Rec.
26, RI Rec. 29, RI Art. 12

RI Art. 10.1, RI Rec.17

Which law is applicable to a non- N
contractual obligation?

RII Rec. 17, RII Rec. 18, RII Rec.
26, RII Rec. 27, RII Rec. 31, RII
Art. 4-20

RI Art.
8.1, RII
Art.15, RII Art.16, RII
Art.8.1, RII Rec. 22

Baseline’s
Scores
R: 25%
P: 33%
F1: 28.44%
R: 25%
P: 40%
F1: 30.76%

R: 25%
P: 20%
F1: 22.22%
R: 33%
P: 100%
F1: 49.62%

R: 20%
P: 20%
F1: 20%
R: 66%
P: 60%
F1: 62.85%
R: 0%
P: 0%
F1: 0%
R: 60%
P: 60%
F1: 60%

DATASET ANALYSIS

In order to understand the behaviour of existing question answering tools on the new dataset, we repeated on it the
experiment described in [13] ,changing the metrics used for the evaluation. Considering that we are not interested
in the order answers are ranked, as metric for estimating the performance of the algorithm we chose: top5-recall,
top5-precision and top5-F1, defined as follows. Let m be the number of strictly-correct answers that are produced
as output by the algorithm, let |E| be the number of expected answers for a question, let |A| be the number of given
m
m
answers to a question, then the top5-recall is given by min(|E
|,5) , while the top5-precision is given by min(|A |,5) . The
top5-recall is a measure of how many relevant answers are selected by the algorithm in the top five answers, while the
5
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Table 2. Second block of expected answers and answers given by the baseline. See the caption of Table 1 for more details about how
to read this table.

Questions

Speci
ficity
Can the parties choose the applica- H
ble law in consumer contracts?

Expected Answers

Baseline’s Top5

RI Rec. 11, RI Rec. 25, RI Rec.
27, RI Art. 6

What factors should be taken into
account for conferring the jurisdiction to determine disputes under a
consumer contract?
Can the parties choose a different
applicable law for different parts of
the contract?
What non-contractual obligations
fall into the scope of Regulation
Rome II?
What is the applicable rule to protect the weaker party of a contract?

N

B Rec. 18, B Art. 17, B Art.
18, B Art. 19, B Art. 26

B Art. 18.2, B Art.
18.1, RI Rec. 28, RI Art.
5.2, RI Art. 6.2
RI Rec. 12, RI Rec. 24, B
Art. 19, B Art. 17.1, B
Art. 25.5

L

RI Rec. 11, RI Art. 3.1

H

RII Rec. 10, RII Rec. 11, RII Art.
1, RII Art. 2

N

RI Rec. 23, B Rec. 18

RI Rec. 23, B Rec. 18

What is the applicable law to deter- L
mine the validity of consent?

RI Art. 3.5, RI Art. 10, RI Art.
11, RI Art. 13

RI Art. 3.5, RI Art.
10.2, RI Art. 10.1, B Rec.
20

When are two actions to be consid- N
ered related according to the Regulation Brussels I Bis?
What court has jurisdiction in case N
of a counter-claim?

B Rec. 21, B Art. 30.3

B Art. 8.3, B Art. 14.2, B Art.
18.3, B Art. 22.2

Where can an employee sue their
employer?

B Rec. 14, B Rec. 18, B Art.
21.1, B Art. 22.1, B Art. 23

H

RI Art. 3.1, RI Art. 5.2, RI
Art. 7.3, RII Art. 25.2, RI
Art. 22.2
RII Stat. 1, RI Rec. 7

B Art. 18.3, B Art.
14.2, B Art. 22.2, B Art.
8, B Art. 24
B Art. 21.1

Baseline’s
Scores
R: 25%
P: 20%
F1: 22.22%
R: 40%
P: 40%
F1: 40%
R: 50%
P: 20%
F1: 28.57%
R: 0%
P: 0%
F1: 0%
R: 100%
P: 100%
F1: 100%
R: 50%
P: 75%
F1: 60%
R: 0%
P: 0%
F1: 0%
R: 100%
P: 80%
F1: 88.88%
R: 20%
P: 100%
F1: 33.33%

top5-precision is a measure of how many selected answers in the top five are relevant. Knowing the top5-recall and the
top5-precision, it is easy to compute the top5-F1 score by following the formula.
After running the experiment we computed the average top5-F1 for all the questions in the dataset presented in
Section 2 (that is the old dataset of [13] plus our new extension). The results on the whole dataset are a Top5-Recall of
37.58%, a Top5-Precision of 45.17% and a Top5-F1 of 38.05%.
We also performed an error analysis taking under consideration how top5-F1 scores vary when the context specificity
change, expecting that questions with low context specificity are harder to answer correctly.
Results partly confirmed our expectations. In fact, we can observe a trend where top5-F1 scores increase proportionally
to the context specificity. Our expectations were based on the fact that:
• the specificity of a question is low when it asks something that is not closely related to the Regulations;
• multi-hop reasoning is usually required to answer questions with a low specificity, but the baseline is not
equipped for that kind of reasoning (yet).
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Fig. 1. Average top5-F1 scores for each class of context specificity: Low, Normal, High. Scores are respectively: 27.40%, 42.16%, 42.81%
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For example, the question “How should a contract be interpreted according to this regulation?” has a very low specificity
and it would probably require to pinpoint both recitals and articles for a proper answer, therefore more distinct and
distant paragraphs. Probably, most of the speculative questions would require a broader view on the subject matter,
having a low specificity to the Regulations, therefore requiring multi-hop reasoning.
4

CONCLUSIONS

With this paper we extended the work presented by Sovrano et al. in [13], proposing a larger and more curated dataset
for the evaluation of automated question answering on PIL. In the future we will use these datasets for evaluating new
algorithms for question answering, exploiting Akoma Ntoso XML4 models of the Regulations, for better capturing the
relationships between different portions of the legal hierarchy (e.g. recitals connected via metadata to articles) and
also for reusing as much as possible other legal metadata like: i) temporal legal information concerning modifications
occurred over time, ii) life-cycle information concerning the history of the regulations, iii) normative references
(citations). We also intend to make the question answering tool “aware” of the LegalRuleML ontology5 for better
handling: obligations, permissions, exceptions, derogations, prohibitions.
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